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September 2013 - This fall at High Point Market, Jonathan Charles introduces WILLIAM YEOWARD
...collected, the manufacturer’s highly anticipated collaboration with William Yeoward, one of 
London’s most highly respected creative forces. Branded as a tastemaker, retailer, and designer of 
exquisite home furnishings, Yeoward created this collection to share the one-of-a-kind antiques 
discovered throughout his travels as a decorator, translated for today.

“My last decorating job was for Lady Thatcher at the time she left government. Having completed 
the project, I realized that I could apply my experience on a retail level, which would eventually the project, I realized that I could apply my experience on a retail level, which would eventually 
become the basis of my brand,” explained Yeoward. He opened his first store on the famed Kings 
Road Chelsea in 1987, gaining international recognition for his exquisite crystalware and 
dinnerware, chic lighting and textiles, and, of course, his timeless, referential home furnishings.

His unique perspective as a decorator and self-proclaimed “collector of beautiful things” informs 
the vision behind this collection for Jonathan Charles. “It’s simple,” says Yeoward. “I just design 
what I see as objects of desire, and Jonathan Charles’ signature artisanal craftsmanship techniques 
highlight the beauty of the products, adding bespoke charm that is unprecedented by other highlight the beauty of the products, adding bespoke charm that is unprecedented by other 
manufacturers.”

The new collection is sure to please fans of Yeoward’s previous work, as well as those newly 
acquainted with the brand. WILLIAM YEOWARD...collected features over 80 of his favorite, 
admired, and - above all - functional pieces of furniture that complement interiors of many 
different styles. Whether it’s a console, chair, desk, cabinet, or occasional table, each piece 
channels the formality of the original with whimsical twists designed to awe and delight as the 
centerpiece of any space.centerpiece of any space.

AVEBURN ARMCHAIR - GLENDURGAN ARMCHAIR

“The original Longwood table is made of 19th century mahogany and sits at a window in my gothic 
country house. I fancy that I have an urge for elegant simplicity, so we developed this centre table 
in greyed oak. The detail lies in the masterstroke and sublime proportions. I love it so much that 
now we have developed an extendable version to accommodate additional guests.” WY

“The interior designer in me loves the idea of using a Corwen centre table as precisely that. 
Artisans hand-paint the hexagonal tabletop to resemble Mediterranean marble and distress the 
gilt finish applied to the washed oak base. Use it as a centerpiece in the grandest of schemes and gilt finish applied to the washed oak base. Use it as a centerpiece in the grandest of schemes and 
be amazed by the personality of this piece.” WY

HEATHCLIFF CONSOLE TABLE - YARNE SIDE TABLE

“The original Longwood table is made of 19th century mahogany and sits at a window in my gothic 
country house. I fancy that I have an urge for elegant simplicity, so we developed this centre table 
in greyed oak. The detail lies in the masterstroke and sublime proportions. I love it so much that 
now we have developed an extendable version to accommodate additional guests.” WY

“The interior designer in me loves the idea of using a Corwen centre table as precisely that. 
Artisans hand-paint the hexagonal tabletop to resemble Mediterranean marble and distress the 
gilt finish applied to the washed oak base. Use it as a centerpiece in the grandest of schemes and gilt finish applied to the washed oak base. Use it as a centerpiece in the grandest of schemes and 
be amazed by the personality of this piece.” WY

PURBECK CONSOLE TABLE - ARMADALE CONSOLE TABLE

“The original Longwood table is made of 19th century mahogany and sits at a window in my gothic 
country house. I fancy that I have an urge for elegant simplicity, so we developed this centre table 
in greyed oak. The detail lies in the masterstroke and sublime proportions. I love it so much that 
now we have developed an extendable version to accommodate additional guests.” WY

“The interior designer in me loves the idea of using a Corwen centre table as precisely that. 
Artisans hand-paint the hexagonal tabletop to resemble Mediterranean marble and distress the 
gilt finish applied to the washed oak base. Use it as a centerpiece in the grandest of schemes and gilt finish applied to the washed oak base. Use it as a centerpiece in the grandest of schemes and 
be amazed by the personality of this piece.” WY

GODWYN CONSOLE TABLE - LEYBURN END TABLE

“Our Godwyn console table, taken from its smaller friend, seems to fit perfectly behind the sofa, 
as a surface on which to place a pair of beautiful lamps and a large tray of cocktails. The drawer is 
lined in our signature grey polka dot. I think a little fantasy in any decorative scheme always 
lightens the mood.” WY

“The Leyburn end table with hand-inlaid marquetry top is made of grey acacia and inspired by 
the Swedish movement. The polka dot design, using two types of wood inlays, is inspired by 
one of my vintage fabrics.  It’s not your conventional use of marquetry - I find it very cheeky.” one of my vintage fabrics.  It’s not your conventional use of marquetry - I find it very cheeky.” WY

TENBURY GAME TABLE - SANDOS MIRROR

“Our Godwyn console table, taken from its smaller friend, seems to fit perfectly behind the sofa, 
as a surface on which to place a pair of beautiful lamps and a large tray of cocktails. The drawer is 
lined in our signature grey polka dot. I think a little fantasy in any decorative scheme always 
lightens the mood.” WY

“The Leyburn end table with hand-inlaid marquetry top is made of grey acacia and inspired by 
the Swedish movement. The polka dot design, using two types of wood inlays, is inspired by 
one of my vintage fabrics.  It’s not your conventional use of marquetry - I find it very cheeky.” one of my vintage fabrics.  It’s not your conventional use of marquetry - I find it very cheeky.” WY

DAPHNE’S CUPBOARD - ARLINGTON MIRROR

“Daphne’s cupboard is based on a piece that one of my distant relatives owned in which she kept 
crystalware collection. Just as important as the crystal itself is the cupboard used to display it. 
The dragged blue interior finish is so similar to the cupboard that Daphne owned, while the 
exterior has been given a sharp modern look by being made in beautiful natural oak.” WY

“Our Arlington mirror is inspired by Buddha’s signature coiffure. Shown in a washed oak finish, 
this hand-carved piece looks timeless and could easily find itself use in a pool house or a 
smart bedroom.” smart bedroom.” WY
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“Aveburn armchair seen in charcoal washed fruitwood is a replica of a country chair from the 1790s. 
This delightful piece is steeped in classicism and has been carefully crafted with a rush seat. Great 
for dining or using in halls, kitchens, or even - as I do - a bedroom.” WY

“The Glendurgan Armchair, shown in a washed oak finish with finely rushed seat, has been 
constructed in a traditional way. The design is inspired by the English Arts and Crafts period. 
Glendurgan works well in the kitchen or dining room and has a modern, light feel.” WY

KILKENNY ARMCHAIR - BELLINGHAM DOUBLE BENCHKILKENNY ARMCHAIR - BELLINGHAM DOUBLE BENCH

“Kilkenny chair is named because I found this perfect multi-purpose comfortable armchair on a trip 
to Ireland. So often, a good, easy-to-use armchair is a necessity when decorating a home. I would 
use this in a kitchen at the table, as a pair on either side of a console, in the hall, or even at 
my desk. In handcrafted acacia wood and three available finishes, this chair is surely a staple.” WY

“Bellingham double bench constructed of acacia and finished in pale grey paint with a fine rush 
seat is perfect at the foot of a bed. Taken from a family piece, this bench and the single version has 
many uses; in front of the sofa, the hall, or even on a landing.” many uses; in front of the sofa, the hall, or even on a landing.” WY

LONGWOOD TABLE - CORWEN SIDE TABLE
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London’s most respected
designer brings his one-of-a-kind

 antiques to America
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A collection of
historical furniture revisited


